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The following article was printed in the April 
Newsletter 
 Wineguard TV Antenna: A member spoke 

about a clip on antenna extension called a 
Winegard Wingman. He purchased one and it 
has given him much better reception and is very 
easy to install.  
 
Then a Club Member Peter Davidson sent in this 
additional information   
I feel there are some points that should be 
mentioned before some of our members go 
blowing their cash on the wrong item.  
There are two different models. There is the old 
RV-Wing which was designed to cover the UHF 
channels in the USA (channels 14 to 51.) There 
is also an Australian/New Zealand model (with 
shorter elements) designed to cover our UHF 
channels (28 to 69.) This is the NZ-Wing. If 
members purchase the RV-Wing it will work OK 
on the lower half or the UHF band but they will be 
missing out on the benefit of the extra 
performance on the upper half of the band. If they 
purchase the NZ-Wing then they will get the full 
extra performance over the whole of the band. 
Have a look 
at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australasian_televis
ion_frequencies#Current_Australian_Channel_All
ocation_by_State.2FTerritory_as_at_2011 you 
will see that there are more channels in use in the 

top half of the UHF band.  It also should be noted 
that these Wings only improve the UHF antenna 
section. They do nothing for the VHF antenna 
section. 
Then member D McCann sent in the following; 
There are 2 antennas that are being installed on 
vans by makers. One is the real Winegard the 
other is a Techtronics out of the USA. The USA 
model is the lower range one and is restricted in 
coverage. That is why the Winegard was 
designed for NZ and Australia. The Winegard 
Wing does not fit.  The reason I know this is 
because our contract for our current van said 
Winegard Antenna and they put the cheaper 
Techtronic’s on it.  We had bought a Wingman 
extension and sent it back because it did not fit 
the antenna at the time. We had them change  
our antenna. Members need be sure they have a 
proper Winegard before spending time and 
money. The Winegard antenna head will fit the 
roof bracket, but the booster is likely have to be 
changed. Our booster was changed by AVan 
when they changed the antenna.  Thanks folks 
hope this helps. 

 
First trip to Hartwood: We left on Sunday 
morning meeting the Kane's, Coopers and 
Chrissy Pollard at Freemans Waterhole at 
9.30, we travelled to Singleton for morning 
tea and then onto Quirindi for lunch, when 

we left Quirindi Peter was playing with his 
Tom Tom and missed the turn (how can 
you miss three vans and a big sign, he did) 
he was saying to me you must have put in 
Singleton and not Premer as the Tom Tom 
screeched, turn around turn around, we 
turned around and found the others who 
were waiting wondering what's Peter done 
now. We arrived at Premier about 2.00 and 
stayed there for about ½hr when it was 
decided the our 4 vans would carry on to 
Hartwood and line up for when the gates 
opened the next day. We were 13, 14 ,15 
and 16

th
  in line, the organizers were 

worried that the vans would go out onto the 
main road so they doubled the vans up on 
either side of the road. It was a great night 
as we set our chairs up in the middle of the 
road, there must have about 15 people 
sitting around talking, the first 12 vans 
moved further up the road but it was 
decided by all to stay where we were. 
Monday This morning we were off at 5.00 
to join the line of vans ready for the gate's 
to open which happened at 6.30, when we 
got into Hartwood it was just one big open 
space and we thought how are they going 
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to fill this. Our first job was to rope off our 
area so that all our vans would fit in, then we 
set up our vans, and then it was time to set 
up the camp site, put up tarps, dig the fire-
pit, put out the piddlers and BBQ and get the 
shower ready, some of our other vans had 
arrived and every one was helping. Then we 
saw the talents of “The Fireman” Billy 
Rigger, he danced around the fire-pit waving 
two matches in the air and had a piece of 
wood in the pit that big it took three men to 
lift it, we thought he won't get something that 
big to light with two matches, but then he did 
a hop, skip and a jump said a few words that 
we couldn't understand did a somersault 
threw the matches and presto the wood 
caught fire (true story).We all sat around the 
fire that night telling stories, I learnt things 
that night that I thought that I would never 
know and neither did Laurel Curnow. 
Tuesday More of our vans arrived today, we 
had dampers for morning tea and  “The 
Fireman” showed us how to make rock-
cakes, more vans, motor homes and 5

th
 

wheelers kept coming in, by this time the 
park is filling quickly. 
Wednesday  Never seen so many caravan's 
in one place, We had the biggest morning 
tea and celebrated Beryl Howard's Birthday, 
people from other vans came over and 
shared in our morning tea, we raised 
something like $170 or $180 I think, we had 
Rockcakes, dampers, Scones and Slices it 
really went over well, we also had a lady 
come and sing some songs for us, Tonight 
was dance night with Peter Horan at the 
homestead. 
Thursday Even more vans in today, we all 
went into Coolah for lunch at the Pub after a 
stop at Vinnies (of course), the lunch was 
excellent, then off to IGA to stock up on 
supplies then fill up with fuel, on the way 
back there was an accident on the road 
which isn't nice to see, that night the 
campfire concert was on we went down but 

there were so many people we only stayed 
about 1/2hr, back at the camp sat around 
fire talking, some played cards. 
Friday  Many more vans, Much of the same 
“ The Fireman” had the fire going again at 
5.00, plenty of food for morning tea, lots of 
sitting around talking and resting, Campfire 
concert again that night. Peter had a slight 
accident today he went to the loo and bent 
to lift the lid the door closed hit him in the 
butt and as it closed he somehow locked it 
so he was stuck with head down and “A” up 
stuck in a not very nice position, (Bruce 
Somerville has written a very funny poem 
about it). 
Saturday  No fire this morning as we were 
going up to see the concert in the morning, it 
was very good especially Rodney Vincent 
and Royden Donahue, tonight we had the 
community dinner where everyone cooked 
something for three people and brought it 
along, lots of nice yummy food and a great 
variety (thanks everyone), every one jumped 
in and cleaned up, then of course there was 
cards and the campfire concert. 
Sunday Everyone helped cleanup the 
campsite, put the leftover wood that  “The 
Fireman” didn't burn (though he tried) away 
for next year, roll up tarps, BBQ away, fill in 
fire-pit and general clean up, get vans ready 
for early getaway tomorrow, after lunch we 
went to see the afternoon concert it  started 
to spit rain and there was thunder and 
lightning so some of us decided to go to 
Premier that night in case it was too wet to 
get out tomorrow as we were told by 
someone that it was supposed to rain for 5 
1/2hrs, as we left Des was singing out don't 
go, don't go, we arrived at Premier and it 
was pouring and it was that way for about 
3hrs, there were 9 vans there.  
Monday   We left Premier at 7.00 for home, 
some of the others went on to Lightning 
Ridge, stopped at Aberdeen for morning tea 
and then was home at 12.00.We would like 

to thank everyone who was away with us 
for making it such an enjoyable week, 
There are so many deserve a special 
thanks, but you know who you are, so 
thanks once again Peter & Dianne 
Flippence xxxx 
 

Those Noisy, Smelly Things. We 

have just returned from a wonderful 
week at Hartwood, the only thing that 
spoilt the bush camping was the noisy, 
smelly generators. Some campers 
would run them 24/7 if they could get 
away with it. Some of the excuses why 
a generator was needed were a joke. In 
this day and age with solar panels and 
LED lights and a well maintained 
battery system there is little excuse to 
run a generator. You can use the space 
and weight saved from carrying a 
generator and fuel for other things. 
There were some campers that enjoyed 
themselves without generators or 
batteries. They basically used gas and 
torches, they left their four star 
accommodation at home. Bush 
camping to me is being able to sit back 
and listen to nature at all times of the 
day without any man made noise. How 
can anyone enjoy the bush locked up in 
an air conditioned caravan with a noisy 
and smelly generator running outside? 
This also spoils it for others who want 
to enjoy the piece and quite of the 
bush. For bush camping with some 
comfort you need gas, water and some 
lighting. How many campers know how 
much gas they need for refrigeration 
and cooking for a week?  Here are my 
gas figures and costing for the week at 
Hartwood. Our gas bottle holds 9.9Kgs 
of gas (18.33 litres) it cost $24.00 to get 
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the bottle filled that is $1.36 per litre. We 
camped for 163 hours (5 hours short of 
a full week) used 2.5Kgs of gas (4.63 
litres), 4.63 x 1.36 = $6.29 for a week of 
gas. Gas cost us slightly less than $1.00 
per day when bush camping.  To cover 
water and battery use, I will leave for 
another article in another news letter. 
When we organising a bush camping 
trip, we have no problem of where to 
carry the generator, we don’t need or 
own one. To see more of our setup, 
borrow a copy of our DVD called “The 
Gadget Mans Caravan”. The current up 
to date version is 3.5 marked on the 

DVD.Max & Elaine. 
     

ABBYS PRAM 
I've learnt a lot of things on my first trip to Hartwood 
The most important is the difference, between soft and 
hardwood 
I've learnt about this little blue pill that is helpful to some 
It seems it makes a part of the body function 4 times 
instead of one 
 
We were sitting down the first day eating damper and 
jam 
When around the corner of our shed came the front 
wheel of a pram 
Then around the corner came Phillip, my jaw dropped I 
couldn't talk 
For sitting up there in the pram was Abby, being taken 
for a walk 
 
She was sitting there content, giving a little wag of her 
tail 
Phillip had purchased the pram for $10, at a garage 
sale 
 
But next day Phillip and Rhonda were really quite 
distraught 
The pram had gotten two flat tyre's, they couldn't take 
Abby for a walk 
So Phillip went to Bert, and said can you help me mate, 
those others just don't care 
Could you just duck into Coonabarabran and get me a 
kit, so the tyre I can repair 
 
So off went Bert with the speed of light 
To Phillip and Rhonda it was a beautiful sight 

Now Bert was going that fast, he said if I get caught 
hang the expense 
He was going that fast the electric poles, looked like a 
picket fence 
 
He arrived back at Hartwood that exhausted he couldn't 
talk 
But he had the magical can, that would once again, 
allow Abby to walk 
Now Phillip said to Rhonda, sweetie your going to have 
to cook the stew 
For I have a very important job, that I have to do 
 
Now Phillip sprayed the goo into the tyre, and hoped up 
it would stay 
Then read the instructions and found, to make it work 
he had to do 10k 
 
So Phillip took off like a scalded cat 
Going through the vans this way and that 
Up and down the hill Phillip quickly went 
He was getting a little tied and looked a bit spent 
 
Rhonda said come and get your stew while it's still hot 
He said I've still got 9k's to go, so put it back in the pot 
And by 11.00 that night he'd done a kilometre and a half 
Rhonda said come and get your tea you really are quite 
daft 
 
And Abby sat there thinking Dad your going to have 
sore feet 
As Rhonda patted her, she said he's doing it for you my 
sweet 
Now the tyre's are hard and Abby's back in her seat 
And there taking her for a walk so she won't get burr's 
in her feet 
But I wonder if Bert's mad dash was all for nil 
Maybe Phillip could have just given the tyre's, a little 
blue pill 

 
HARTWOOD Done and dusted for another year.  

Had the dampers, rock cakes, etc. listened to the 
music, poetry, some of the funniest was at our 
own camp fire and written and recited by Peter 
Flippence.  We sat around the camp fire or 
chased the shade, depending on the time of day. 
I watched Billy Rigger with his little miners light – 
way before first light, creeping around getting the 
fire going, so we had hot water for showers, 
coffees, or just to sit and watch the flames before 
the day warmed up. Thanks Bill everyone 
appreciates your efforts. The biggest morning tea 
coincided with Beryl’s birthday this year, so she 
had a big day.  Plus we had visitors from the next 
camp site, very friendly. Friendlier still was 

standing chatting while waiting for an empty loo, 
toilet paper in hand, or at the dump site while 
emptying out porta-loos, (no false modesty at 
Hartwood).  A great week.  Laurel & Roy 

Petes Pee      By Bruce Somerville 

PETE WENT TO THE TOILET IT WAS JUST TO 
HAVE A PEE 

HE TRIPPED AND SLIPPED AND FELL AND 
LANDED ON HIS KNEE 
THE DOOR SLAMMED SHUT THE LATCH SHOT 
HOME 

HE THOUGHT HEAR'S A SITUATION YOU COULD 
USE A MOBILE PHONE 

HE LAY THERE GASPING AND THOUGHT ABOUT 
HIS PLIGHT 
THERE WAS A POSSIBILLITY HE COULD BE 
STUCK THERE ALL NIGHT 

HE BECAME CONFUSSED IT WAS HARD FOR HIM 
TO SEE 

WHY HIS HEAD WAS STUCK REAL TIGHT WHERE 
HE KNEW HIS ARSE SHOULD BE 
HE THOUGHT ABOUT HIS OBITURY,IT COULD 
REAL REAL FUNNY 

HERE LIES PETER FLIPPANCE DROWNED IN A 
PORTALOO DUNNY 

NOW HERE IS A LESSON FOLKS WHEN THAT 
FIRST STEP YOU MAKE 
DONT TRIP AND SLIP AND FALL AND MAKE OLD 
PETES MISTAKE 
 

LIGHTNING RIDGE: Up and away 

about 7.45am, a long trip today, Premer to 

Lightning Ridge. Richard led. First turn 10 

minutes into our day, Richard went wrong 

way.  Chris, halfway round realized it was 

wrong, so changed direction mid-stream & 

called to him to turn left.  Richard said he’d 

do U-turn. Our CB was playing up so 

couldn’t call. Got to Coonabarabran, no 

Richard, decided he must have gone other 

way towards Mullallay. Couldn’t call so we 

just worried. Got to Narrabri, tried to 

phone, no good. Lunched, moved on still 

worrying.   We took the lead, saw the turn 

to Burren Junction and Pilliga. Mmmm, not 

sure, so straight through, then I decided we 

should turn round as we should be on the 

Kamilaroi highway. Wendy and Chris 

sitting at turn off patiently waiting. Chris 
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had been calling over CB, but not working 

still.  Wendy then took the lead.  No more 

wrong turns. Go Wendy!  Finally a phone 

call from Richard “I’m about 50km from 

Walgett.” We are 87 km away. We arrived 

mid-afternoon, in time for the yabbie race at 

pub.  Met up with other group from TLC 

who had come for the Easter Festival. Hugs 

and hellos all round.  Also sorries to Richard 

for losing him. He’d back tracked past 

Hartwood, out through Binnaway, got to 

Coonabarabran, (possibly before us) but 

instead of continuing to Narrabri, decided to 

turn left out to  Barradine, then Pilliga, 

Come by Chance & up to Walgett. We 

think, Richard isn’t sure. He had obviously 

taken the scenic route.  He’d travelled many 

dirt roads and through paddocks.  So how he 

arrived at Lightning Ridge first we do not 

know, but there he was to greet us with a 

beer in his hand.It had been very hot during 

Easter, 40deg. some days, but we brought 

the cooler weather so everyone was  pleased 

to see us.A really interesting place, good van 

park, good club, self guided tours, or 

conducted tours if preferred, mines to have a 

look at, one with beautiful carvings, flood 

waters at the bottom of street, look outs, 

artesian pools, op shop for Roy, opals of 

course, and Chrissy can always find a coffee 

shop – thank goodness!Oh, and Phillip 

Webb had a look at our CB, pressed a button 

and hey presto, working.  In a very droll 

voice he said, ‘just needed to read that it said 

–quiet-‘.  Roy said he couldn’t read it, 

Phillip – put your glasses on.  Thanks 

Phillip. Mind you, I think I’ve pressed 

something again, not quite game to ask Phil.  

Oops, now he knows.Left L.R., Richard said 

“I’m not leading”, we voted unanimously for 

Wendy.  Stopped at Wee Waa for morning 

tea.  All Waa, no Wee.  One park had picnic 

tables and toilets – locked.  Next park had 

unlocked toilets, but no picnic table, so back 

to first park.  Gunnedah for lunch.  Chris 

opened van, oh dear, hadn’t locked fridge, 

Everything on floor, butter had slid out of 

container, so a pool of oil more or less. Burst 

can of coke, so a lot of cleaning up.  We 

overnighted at the First Fleet Memorial 

Gardens at Wallabadah.  Great rest stop.  

Next morning, Richard took the lead (for 

some reason), out on to the road he turns left 

to Tamworth with Chris following.  Once 

again she realized and did a u-turn in the 

middle of the New England Highway.  

Richard called back, I’ll do a U-ey up the 

road. We had followed Wendy to the right. 

BUT, most importantly, we all got home 

safe and sound and had a lot of fun into the 

bargain.  Laural Curnow xxxx 

 
Pat and Peter from Seal n Serve: 
Attended our March meeting 
demonstrated Air Lock, a portable food 
vacuum sealer. Many members 
purchased the package. They also 
donated a package to be won by one of 
our members attending the meeting.  
 
OH&S TLC Not Bound by Act: It 
appears that because we are a 
volunteer organization that we are not 
bound by act. The act states that we 
should take due care and diligence. 
Work cover guidelines state that 
because we are a group who gather for 
recreation we are under no obligation to 
have our leads checked and tagged. 
However members should look to their 
own safety. 

SOCIAL DIRECTOR 

Next Luncheon Wyong RSL 23
rd

 May at 
12.00pm. Ring Coral to book 4333 9738 
 

 
Wheel Studs: Alan Howard suggested 
was that we check are our wheel studs 
regularly especially on dual axle vans 
as he experienced two of his being 
sheared off after having difficulty 
parking his van on a site that was too 
small.  
 
CMCA Insurance: Once again we 
suggest that anyone looking to save 
money on insurance should consider 
C.M.C.A as they offer discounts if you 
insure both car and caravan.  We 
currently have four (4) members who 
have reported savings between $500 – 
$600. It is well worth the phone call to 
check it out  (03) 9853 5555   
 
DVD Copies  Charlie Steell will 
continue to take videos of our main 
rallies and trips, he will leave a few 
copies with Coral Kane and members 
can borrow them if they would like to. 
 
Recipe Book:  The recipe book closed 
at 110 recipes and publication of our 
book has occurred. The March General 
Meeting approved printing of fifty 
copies and the cost will be $10.00 per 
book. Sue Reilly has done an excellent 
job in collating and compiling the book.  
At this point of time I think we have just 
about sold out the first edition. Please 
continue to send in recipes as there is 
room to add on more at a later date. 
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Sale of Part of Sound System: The C 
of M accepted an offer of $300 made by 
Phil McDonald for the parts of the sound 
system that the club has been trying to 
sell. This was also approved at the 
March Meeting. 
 
Sandbar Fishing Trip” While at Sand 
Bar people participated in some serious 
fishing that resulted in the presentation 
of the following awards and trophies. 
Encouragement Award            Trevor Smith 
Overall Weight Award-           Doug Kinnell 
Best Whiting    35cm  Des Cooper 
Best Bream    38cm  Mac Henry 
Biggest Fish (Flathead)   63cm Alice Cooper 

Thanks to Doug/Val Kinnell (Ma/Pa) 
 
Trips: We have only four trips listed in a 
six month period. It is time for members 
to start listing trips. Remember more 
than two vans is recognized as a trip. 
Members can list trips and close them 
off at any suitable number ie 4, 6 10. 
 Its Time 
The Man from Snowy River Festival at 
Corryong this year was excellent, it's our 3

rd
 

visit and it keeps improving.  We had 11 
vans camped at the Golf Course which is 
close to all the action.  The re-enactment out 
in the hills was attended by a huge crowd 
and then back into town for the street 
parade, all the participants on horse-back 

who went on Riley's ride, old cars, a cowboy 
riding a huge bull, and school children in 
various dress-ups,  the Photography 
Exhibition excelled once more.  The various 
Challenges the horsemen attempted were 
amazing, especially the girl who was 5

th
 

overall.  The prizemoney this year was in 
excess of $16,000. We attended the Poets 
Breakfasts, had a chinese meal at the 
Country Club, and no need to worry about 
drink driving, we all walked home across the 
Golf course..Most of the group stayed at 
Jingellic before the Festival.After Corryong 
we travelled to Hartwood, staying at Forbes 
overnight. Hartwood was the usual great 
Festival, we had a heavy downpour just as 
the artists were finishing up on Sunday 
afternoon.  I would like to thank everyone for 
being involved in the Biggest Morning Tea, 
we raised $186.00 for Cancer Research, 
and also made my birthday very special.  
After Hartwood Allan and I had a night at 
Coolah Tops (sunny, but very cold) Lake 
Burrendong Dam (where families were 
camping and water ski-ing over the Easter 
break) then travelled slowly down to 
Canowindra for the Hot Air Balloon 
Challenge.  We were with about 100 vans at 
the Showground, walking distance of the 
sports field where the community held a 
food/wine market (nothing over $5 a plate) 
Saturday afternoon, then at night there was 
a Balloon Glow,15 Balloons paraded around 
the field to stirring music, firing up at 
different times, a photographers dream.  The 

challenge continued all week with a final 
flight on Sat 21

st
 for a “Key Grab” The pilots 

have very little control of the direction they 
fly and have vehicles as “chasers” to follow 
and help pack-up the balloon when they 
land.The weather was beautiful and on 
Monday morning we had a Balloon flight 
over the country side, so quiet and 
graceful, finally landing in the stubble of a 
wheat field, then onto a winery for a huge 
bacon, eggs and champagne breakfast.  
There was various local gardens open for 
inspection, and the Museum has a 
wonderful collection of fish fossils.  This 
was only the third year for this Festival and 
it appears to be growing each year. We had 
a day in Cowra visiting the Japanese 
Garden, POW Camp, war cemetery and we  
found a pie shop for lunch.It was a great 
trip, full of variety, we travelled 2900 klms, 
and when we arrived back on the Coast it 
was rain, rain, rain.  B/A Howard xx 

 

FOR SALE. 

2000 Regent Cruiser 16’6” Pop Top,  roll out 

awning, full shade cloth screen, island bed, side 
and café lounge, front kitchen, with 
microwave.Exc Cond. $20000. Ph Margaret 02 
4392 3885  4/12 

 
Next ---General Meeting  
Sunday  20th MAY 2012 

Email:desmond.alicecooper@bigpond.com 
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2012  -  LIST of TRIPS 
 
 
May 2 – 6

th
  CELTIC FESTIVAL GLEN INNES       Contact    L/R Curnow   4369 5954   

   Clarke,  Bickley/Geale,  Curnow  Pollard,  Holland,  Kane, Hogan, Lanci,  Rigger,  Stevens,  Olsen, Flippence     (10 Powered sites) 
 
JULY 25 – 31 inc   XMAS IN JULY-  ONE MILE BEACH CARAVAN PARK 1800 650 035  Contact   Kanes/Coopers   43339738 /43933383  

Angell, Brown L/J, Brown G/J , Coltman, Cooper,  Curnow,  Ducker,  Flippence,Geale, Haberfield,  Hansell, Hennessy, Henry, Howard, 
Hplland, Johnson G/P Kinnell, Kane, Kennedy,  Latham, Laney, , Lee-Sing,  Luttrell, Majchrowski,  Meatheringham , Morris, Moir- Nunn, 
Oakes, Olsen, Palmer, Palmer I/f, Patterson, Pollard, Ranse,   Reid, Russell,,  Steele C, Stewart, , Stevens, Smith, Shoobert, Thomas, 
Wallace,  Webb, Williams, Williamson G/S,  White,   (47) 

 
Aug 31 – Set 3  DEL RIO     WISEMANS FERRY       Contact     Jan Svenson 4369 1226   
  Channon B/J, Clarke,  Johnson G/P, Lee-Sing,  Stewart, Stevens, Smith, Thomas, White, Svensson,  (10) 
 
Oct   9-16th       BEDGEYABONG MUSIC CAMPOUT  ( Water/Toilets on site – no power 02 6857 2139 Contact     A/B Howard  4358 4224    
   Cooper D/A, Flippence, Howard, Majchrowski, Reilly, (5) 
 
Oct 18 – 22

nd
  OBERON  -  JENOLAN C/PARK (including Mayfield Gardens) 6336 0344  Contact      Sue/Allan Reilly 4972 0170    

  Cooper D/A, Flippence,  Hansell, Majchrowski, Olsen, Reilly, Smith,  White, (9) 
 
Oct   22-28       ROSEWOOD ROUNDUP COUNTRY MUSIC  (Act 24 to 28

th
)   Near Tumbarumba Contact      R/P Webb   4353 9069    

   Cooper D/A, Howard,  Webb,  McGillicuddy, (4) 
 
Oct 2 – 25

th
  2012 WESTERN RAMBLE       Contact      C/P  Stevens 4369 2759   

 Belshaw, Cannard, Clarke, Coltman, Curnow, Davidson, Fletcher, Green, Johnson G/L, Linfoot  , Maughan, Morris, Pollard, ,  Stevens, 
McDonald P/B     (15)           TRIP FULL        

 

Nov  1 – for (7) ntsl 2012 NARRABEEN RALLY DO NOT RING TO BOOK            Contact      Kanes/Coopers  4333 9738 4393 3383                                                                       

                                                                                                                     

2013 LIST OF TRIPS 
 
Feb 7

th   
 for (7) nts  HAPPY HALLIDAYS            1800 555 454                         Contact    P/C Kane 4333 9738 Cooper 43933383  

Feb  3 – 9
th  

 Inc  TUNCURRY CARAVAN PARK        1800 227 275            Contact    A/B Howard   4358 4224   
Feb  ???-  SHOAL BAY HOLIDAY PARK 1800600 200     Contact   C/P Stevens    4369 2759   
Mar 5

th
 – for 7 nts TERARA COUNTRY MUSIC CAMPOUT      Contact    D/A Cooper 43933383   

Mar 7-    for (7) nts SANDBAR CARAVAN PARK    6554 4095      Fishing/Golf Trip)    $xxx / 7 nights  Contact    D/V Kinnells 4390 8933     

Mar 24 – 31st inc HARTWOOD COUNTRY MUSIC  Come home Easter Monday  Contact     P/C Kane 4333 9738   
Apr 4 – 8 inc  BRIGADOON AT BUNDANOON  5 nights   Contact    A/S Reilly  49720170   

Bickley, Cannard, Cooper D/A, Curnow, Ducker, Flippence, Howard, Holmes, Kane, Majchrpwski, Pollard, Rohwell, Reilly, Rigger, Steel L/K, Stewart, Smith,  (17)  

UNPOWERED WAIT LIST Hansell, Maslem, Haberfield,Holland, Smith 

Mar 29 – 1 Apr  SNOWY RIVER BUSH FESTIVAL CORRYONG  6076 1992      Contact    A/B Howard  4358 4224   
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Customised Annexes 

Standard Annexes 

Shade Walls 

All Made to Order 

Top Quality Materials 

 

Full range of canvas colors 

& weights 

We also do repairs, 

alterations 

& additions 

 

02 43 751211 

www.expressannexes.com 
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AGENTS FOR 

REGENT - RETREAT  

ALSO CRUSADER 

CARAVANS 
 

*Longest Serving Dealer* 

 

Fully Equipped Workshop 
 

ALL TYPES OF 

INSURANCE WORK 

INCLUDING 

CARAVAN SERVICING 
 

52 Seventh Street 

BOOLAROO 
 

Open 7 days 

(02) 4958 5505 
 

*Wanted Used Caravans 

 

 

 

  

BIRTHDAYS  
 

MAY 
 

Evans Vera   3-May 
Marsland Peter 8-May 
Lalor Bob  9-May 
Bickley Carole  11-May 
Roach Barbara 11-May 
Laney Richard  14-May 
Meatheringham Jhon 19-May 
Field Gail  19-May 
Luthje Laurie  19-May 
Field Len  20-May 
Lusted Joy  21-May 
Morris Maureen 22-May 
Stevens Pam  22-May 
Reilly Sue  24-May 
Woolfe Keith  26-May 
Russell Barbara 27-Jun 
Jones Beverly  29-May 
McDonald Elizabeth 29-May 
Williamson Graham 30-May 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

WYONG 
 Retain your new car warranty 

with personal friendly service!!! 

personal friendly service!!! 

 Specialising in all Makes & Models 

 Computerised On-Car Disc Machining 

 Rego Inspections & LPG Rego inspections 

 Blue Slips & LPG Blue Slips 

 Brakes,Clutches.Exhausts & Tyres 

 Latest diagnostic Equipment 

 Electronic  Tune-ups 

 Steering  & Suspension 

 Scheduled Log Book  

Maintenance  & Service 

 Free Pick-up & Delivery  Service 

 LPG Conversions 

 

ALL WORK GUARANTEED 

 
 

 
 

37 - 41 HOWARTH ST 

WYONG 

4351 2488 
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